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Abstract 
For an arbitrary subset 9 of the reals, we define a f&ction ,f : V + .? to be a Y-dominating 
function of graph G = (V,E) if the sum of the function values over any closed neighbourhood is 
at least 1. That is, for every u E V, f(N(v) U {L’}) > 1. The Y-domination number of a graph is 
defined to be the infimum of f(V) taken over all Y-dominating functions f. When 3 = (0. 1 } 
one obtains the standard domination number. We obtain various theoretical and computational 
results on the P-domination number of a graph. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
Keyvord.7: Domination; Integer domination; Real domination 
1. Introduction 
All our graphs are finite and without loops or multiple edges. For a graph G = ( V,E) 
with vertex set V and edge set E, the open neighbourhood of v E V is N(v) = {U E V / UP 
E E} and the closed neighbourhood of u is N[v] = {u} UN(o). For a set S of vertices, 
we define the open neighbourhood N(S) = UrEs N(v), and the closed neighbourhood 
N[S] = N(S) u S. 
A dominating set S C: V for a graph G = (V, E) is such that each v E V is either in S 
or adjacent to a vertex of S. (That is, N[S] = V.) The domination number of G, y(G), 
equals the minimum cardinality of a dominating set. 
For a real-valued function f : V ---f R the weight of f is w(f) = EVEI, f(u), and 
for S C V we define f(S) = CCES f(u), so w(f) = f(V). For a vertex c in V’, we 
denote f(N[v]) by f[v]. Let f : V -+ { 0, l} be a fknction which assigns to each vertex 
of a graph an element of the set (0, 1). We say f is a dominating function if for 
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Fig. 1. A tree T with yz = -cc 
every v E V, f[v] 3 1. Then the domination number of a graph G can be defined as 
y(G) =min{w(f) 1 f is a dominating function on G}. 
Several authors have suggested changing the allowable weights. Recently, 
Bange et al. [I] introduced the generalisation to P-domination for an arbitrary subset 
CP of the reals R. A function f : V t 9 is a P-dominating function (or simply a dom- 
inating function) if the sum of its function values over every closed neighbourhood 
is at least 1. That is, for every u E V, f[v] > 1. The P-domination number of a graph 
G, denoted y,,(G), is defined to be the infimum of w(f) taken over all P-dominating 
functions f. 
Of course, this value might be --XL For example, if 9 = Z (where Z denotes the 
integers) and c( is a positive integer, then for the tree T shown in Fig. 1, y@(T) 64-2~. 
As we can make IX as large as we like, it is evident that yz(T) = --co. 
When L?? = (0, l} we obtain the standard domination number. When 9 = [0, 11, 
we obtain the fractional domination number, denoted yf(G), introduced by 
Hedetniemi et al. [ 191. When 9 = { - 1, 0, 1) we obtain the minus domination num- 
ber, and when P = {-l, l} we obtain the signed domination number, introduced by 
Dunbar et al. [lo, 111. For a survey of these parameters see [21]. 
A trivial observation is that if 9 c 3, then y.,(G) > 72(G). However, unlike the 
standard domination number the P-domination number is not necessarily monotonic. 
For example, if one removes the central edge from the tree T in Fig. 1 then the 
resultant graph has yz = 2. 
2. Real domination 
In this section we show that there is a simple solution to the R-domination number 
of a graph. 
The relationship between domination and linear programming has been exploited by 
several authors. For, the concept of domination can be formulated in terms of solving 
a (0, 1}-integer programming problem. For Y = {q,vz,. . ,v,} we define the cZosed 
neighbourhood matrix to be N = [nq] where 1 di, j<n, and n,i = 1 if i = j or if 
uioi E E, and ni,j = 0 otherwise. For S C V, we let x(S) = (x1,x2,. . . ,x,)’ be the column 
vector with xi = 1 if vi E S, and x, = 0 if vi $ S. Then S is a dominating set if and only 
if Nx(S)> 1, where 1 denotes the all l’s column vector in R”. So y(G) = min cyz, xi 
subject to Nx31 and x=(xI,xz,..., x,)~ with xi E (0, I}. For example, for the graph 
H in Fig. 2, y(H) = 2 and x = (0, l,O,O,O, l)t is the characteristic function of the 
dominating set (02, ug}. In general a function f : V -+ 9 may clearly be thought of as 
a vector f in 9’“. We say that f is a P-dominating vector if and only if Nf > 1. 
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Fig. 2. The Haj6s graph H. 
Let B be a subset of the reals R. We say a function f : V -+ 9 is an eficient 
.Y-dominating function if for every vertex v it holds that f[z;] = 1. Equivalently, Nf = 1 
where 1 denotes the all l’s vector in R”. For example, consider the graph shown in 
Fig. 2. The function that assigns 1 to vertices ~2, vj and us, and -1 to vertices rl, p4, 
and 06, is an efficient { -1, 1}-dominating function. 
Bange et al. [l] established a conjecture of McRae that all efficient P-dominating 
functions for a graph have the same weight. We provide a simple proof of this 
result. 
Theorem 1 (Bange et al. [l]). If fi and f2 are any two eficient P-dominating jiw- 
tionsfor a graph G, then w(fi)= w(fz). 
Proof. Since N is symmetric, 
f,‘Nh = (.f,‘Wh = (NJ 1% = 1% = w(fi>, 
and 
f,‘Nh =fi’(Wi > =A’1 = w(fi 1. 
Thus w(fr) = w(f2), as required. 0 
A function is nonnegative if all the function values are nonnegative. We denote a 
function which is both nonnegative and efficient P-dominating as an NEPD-function. 
For example, if G is a regular graph of degree Y, then the function f that assigns 
to each vertex the value l/(r + 1) is an NESD-function for G. If G is a complete 
bipartite graph of order at least 3 with one partite set $P of cardinality I and the other 
.9? of cardinality Y, then the function f that assigns to each vertex of 9 the value 
(r - 1 )/( lr - 1) and to each vertex of 9%~ the value (I- 1 )/( Ir - 1) is an NEPD-function 
for G. 
Grinstead and Slater [17] called a graph which has an NERD-function ‘fractionally 
efficiently dominatable’. Using linear programming duality they observed that if a graph 
G has a NERD-function g then yf(G) = w(g). We use related ideas to show that the 
property of possessing an NERD-function is the key to the real domination number of 
a graph. (Here Q denotes the rationals.) 
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Theorem 2. For any graph G, 
YR(G)=YQ(G)= 
w(f) if G has an NEQD-function f, 
-cc otherwise. 
Proof. Of course, by linear algebra, if a graph has a NERD-function then it has an 
NEQD-function. The concept of real domination can be formulated in terms of solving 
the following linear programming problem: 
Real Domination OR Dual 





xi unrestricted. 1 yi20. 
The dual of the above linear programming problem is shown. Since the min prob- 
lem has a feasible solution (simply take the characteristic function of any dominat- 
ing set), there are only two possible categories into which solutions to the max and 
min problems can fall: (1) both problems have feasible solutions, in which case both 
objective functions have the same solutions; and (2) the max problem has no feasi- 
ble solution, in which case the objective function for the min problem is unbounded 
below. 
If ( 1) holds, then the max problem has a feasible solution. However, every feasible 
solution to the max problem corresponds to an NERD-function for the graph G. Hence, 
the solution to the max problem is an NERD-function of maximum weight. However, 
by Theorem 1, all NERD-functions have the same weight, so the solution to the max 
problem (and therefore the min problem) is w(f), where f is an arbitrary NERD- 
function for G; so yn(G) = w(f). If (2) holds, then yu(G) = --03. 0 
It follows from the theorem that, for any subset 9 of R, if a graph G has an NEYD- 
function f, then y.,(G) = yn(G) = w(f), since f is an NERD-function of G, and so 
w(~>BY~(G)~~R(G)=w(~). 
Also, if there exists a dominating function with total weight less than 1 the R- 
domination number is --co. For example, we observed earlier that there is a (-1, l}- 
dominating function of total weight 0 for the graph H shown in Fig. 2. So OR = --03. 
3. Efficient dominating sets 
When 9 = (0, 1) an efficient P-dominating function of a graph G is the characteristic 
function of a so-called efjicient dominating set D of G: (N[v] n Dl = 1 for every v E V. 
(Equivalently, D dominates G and u, u E D implies d(u, v)23.) Efficient dominating 
sets were introduced by Bange et al. [2,3]. 
If a graph G has an efficient dominating set D, then, for (0, 1) C P’, G has an 
NE.!YD-function (simply take the characteristic function of 0). However the converse 
is not true. Many graphs that do not have efficient dominating sets will have an 
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Fig. 3. A NERD-function. 
NERD-function. For example, the graph G shown in Fig. 3 has an nonnegative effi- 
cient [0, l]-dominating function as illustrated, but does not have an efficient dominating 
set. 
Another consequence of the above result is that if (0, 1 } C 9 c R, and graph G 
has an efficient dominating set, then y.+(G) = y(G). This follows as the characteristic 
function of the efficient dominating set is an NEbD-fnnction for G. The converse, 
however, is not true. For example, the graph G shown in Fig. 3 has an NEYD- 
function f as illustrated, and so yf (G) = w(f) = 3. Furthermore, it is evident that 
y(G) = 3. However, the graph G does not possess an efficient dominating set. Hence. 
1/s(G) = y(G) does not necessarily imply that G has an efficient dominating set. 
However, for trees this does follow: 
Theorem 3. For uny tree T, T bus a NERD-function if and only if it has un qfficient 
dominating set. 
Proof. For any graph, if it has an efficient dominating set, then it has an NERD- 
function. So we need to establish the converse. We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let T be a tree and f a nonnegative jimction of T such thut jtir ever?’ 
vertex v, f [v] < 1. If f [u] = 1 for a leaf u of T, then ever?’ vertex at distance 2 ,jrorn 
II qf‘ T has weight 0 under ,f. 
Proof. Suppose U’S neighbour is v and let S = N(v) - {u}. Then 13 f [tl] = f [u] + 
,f(S)= 1 + ,f(S), so f(S)=O. But f is nonnegative, so f(w)=0 for all %V t 5’. 0 
We now prove by induction the statement that if a tree T = (V, E) has a NERD- 
function f, then it has an efficient dominating set S such that S C {U E V / f(v) > O}. 
We proceed by induction on the number m of edges in the tree. The base case when 
the tree is empty or has maximum degree 1 is trivial. So, assume that for all trees 
T’ = (V’, E’) with less than m edges that if T’ has a NERD-function f, then it has an 
efficient dominating set S such that S C {v E V’ 1 f(u) > O}. Let T = (V, E) be a tree on 
m edges with diameter d that has a NERD-function f. 
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If d = 2, then T is a star K,,,. By Lemma 4, the central vertex u has weight 1 and 
the leaves have weight 0 under f. Letting S = {u} we have an efficient dominating 
set S satisfying S C {U E Y / f (0) > 0). If d = 3, then it follows from Lemma 4 that T 
is a path P4 with the two central vertices of weight 0 and the two leaves of weight 1 
under f. Letting S consist of the two leaves, we have an efficient dominating set S 
satisfying Sc{uE VI f(v)>O}. 
For d 24, consider a longest path in T and let u and w be the third and fourth 
vertices on that path. The removal of the edge VW yields two trees T, (containing v) 
and T,. By Lemma 4, f(v) = 0. So the restriction of f to T, is a NERD-function of 
T,. Hence, by induction, there exists an efficient dominating set SW, of T,, such that 
SW C {v E V ) f(v) > O}. It remains to extend SW, to the desired dominating set of T. 
If v has a neighbour x in T, with weight 1 under f, then every other neighbour of 
v, including w, has weight 0 under f. So w &f SW and if v has degree 3 or more, each 
neighbour of v other than x and w has weight 0. Since any such neighbour must be 
dominated by an adjacent endvertex z with f [z] = 1, the neighbours must have degree 
2 with f(z) = 1. These endvertices together with x and SW form the desired efficient 
dominating set. 
If every neighbour of v in T, has weight less than 1 under f, then all the neighbours 
of v in T, have degree exactly 2 and all the leaves in T, have positive weight under 
f. If w E SW, then let S be SW together with all the leaves of T,,. If w 6 SW,, then since 
w is dominated by SW, one of its neighbours in T, must have positive weight under f 
and hence f(w) < 1. From this it follows that at least one neighbour x of v in T, has 
positive weight under f. So let S be SW U {x} together with the leaves of T, which 
are nonadjacent to x. In both cases we produce an efficient dominating set S of T 
satisfying Sc{vE VI f(v)>O}. 0 
For what other classes of graphs does the existence of a NERD-function imply the 
existence of an efficient dominating set? Consider for example chordal graphs. A graph 
is chordal if it contains no cycle of length greater than three as an induced subgraph. 
A strongly chordal graph is a chordal graph that contains no induced trampoline, 
where a trampoline consists of a 2n-cycle VIVZ . , . v2,,vi in which the vertices a2i of 
even subscript form a complete graph on n vertices. 
Since Farber [ 131 showed that for strongly chordal graphs their fractional domination 
number is equal to their domination number, it follows from Theorem 2 and the above 
discussion that: 
Theorem 5. For any strongly chordal graph G, 
YR(G)= 
y(G) if G has an NERD-function, 
--oc) otherwise. 
But it remains unresolved whether in (strongly) chordal graphs the existence of a 
NERD-function implies the existence of an efficient dominating set. 
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4. Products 
Let G = (V,E) and H = (V’,E’) be two graphs with disjoint vertex sets. The 
cartesian product G x H has vertex set V x V’ and two vertices (a, 6) and (c, d) are 
adjacent if either a = c and bd E E’ or b = L! and ac E E. The strong direct product 
G H has vertex set V x V’, and two vertices (a, b) and (c, d) are adjacent if c E N[a] 
and d E N[b]. 
Fisher et al. [15] observed that for all graphs G and H, y,(G ‘H)=y,(G)y,(H). 
From this they deduced that 
which established the fractional version of Vizing’s conjecture. 
For real domination there is no result analogous to his conjecture. For example, 
P3 has an efficient dominating set, but P3 x P3 does not have an NERD-function. So 
y~(P3 x Pj) = --M while ye = 1. 
However, the result on strong direct products does generalise. For, if g and h are 
dominating functions of G and H respectively, then consider the function f : V x V’i R 
defined by (a. b) H g(a)h(b) (and denoted by f = g 8 h). Since N[(a, b)] =&‘[a] x N[b], 
the function f is a dominating function of G. H, and if g and h are both efficient then 
so is f. Furthermore, w(f)=w(g) x w(h). 
Theorem 6. For all graph G and H 
~‘R(G. H)= 
OR. OR if JJR(G) and ;‘R(H) both positive, 
--m, otherwise. 
Proof. If G and H have NERD-functions g and h, then f = g 8% h is an NERD-function 
for G. H and by Theorem 2, yn(G. H) = w(f) = w(g) w(h)= OR. OR. 
On the other hand, suppose yn(G) say is -co. Then let h be any dominating function 
of H with positive total weight (for example the all 1s function). Then since G has a 
R-dominating function g with arbitrarily negative weight, so does G.H: namely, g 3~ h. 
This means that ya(G. H)= -CC. 0 
Related results are discussed in [14]. 
5. Hardness results 
If 9 = R or Q, then the determination of y*(G) can be formulated in terms of 
solving a linear programming problem, and so can be computed in polynomial-time 
(see, e.g., [22]). On the other hand, the determination of the domination, signed dom- 
ination and minus domination numbers has been shown to be NP-complete even when 
restricted to bipartite graphs (see [7,12,18]) and chordal graphs (see [4,12,18]). In 
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this section we show that the problem is NP-hard provided 9 contains 0 and 1 and is 
bounded from above. 
The following decision problem for the domination number of a graph is known to 
be NP-complete (see [23]). (A cubic graph is 3-regular.) 
Dominating Set (DM) 
Instance: A cubic (planar) graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k. 
Question: Does G have a dominating set of cardinality k or less? 
In this section we consider the general version: 
P-Dominating Function (9DM) 
Instance: A graph H = (V,E) and a positive integer j. 
Question: Does H have a Y-dominating function of weight j or less? 
We will demonstrate a polynomial-time reduction of the normal domination problem 
to the Y-domination problem. To do this, we introduce some notation. We define a 
pendant in a graph G as a subgraph on four vertices, three of which have degree 2 
in G, that induce a 4-cycle. Equivalently, a pendant is an end-block that is a 4-cycle. 
The vertex of the pendant of degree more than 2 in G we call the ‘attacher’ and the 
vertex not adjacent to the attacher we call the ‘dangler’. 
Lemma 7. Let m be a positive integer and let 9 = {i E Z 1 idm}. For any graph G, 
there exists a Y-dominating function of weight y.@(G) such that for each pendant the 
two neighbours of the attacher have the same weight as the attacher. 
Proof. Among all Y-dominating functions of G of minimum weight, let f : V + 9 be 
one for which the sum of the weights of the danglers is as small as possible. We show 
that f satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Let abcda be a pendant with attacher 
a and dangler c. 
Suppose f [c] > 1. If f(a) cm, then decrement the weight of c and increment the 
weight of a. The result is a g-dominating function that contradicts the choice of f. If 
f(a) = m, then it follows that f [b] > f [c] > 1 and f [d] > 1 so that one can decrement 
the weight of c and still have a Y-dominating function, once again contradicting the 
choice of f. Thus f [c] = 1. 
Suppose f [b] > 1. If f(d) cm, then we may decrement the weight of c and incre- 
ment the weight of d to obtain a B-dominating function that contradicts the choice 
of ,f. If f(d) = m, then f [c] = f (b) + f(c) + m B f [b] > 1, which is a contradiction. 
Hence f [b] = 1. Similarly, f [d] = 1. It follows that f(a) = f(b) = f (d) and 
f(c)= 1 - 2f(a). q 
Theorem 8. Let m be a positive integer and let (0, 1) C 9 C {i E Z 1 i<m}. Then 
P-Dominating Function is NP-complete (even for planar graphs). 
Proof. It is obvious that PDM is a member of NP since we can, in polynomial 
time, guess at a function f : V + 9 and verify that f has weight at most j and is 
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a Y-dominating function. We next show how a polynomial-time algorithm for 9DM 
could be used to solve DM in polynomial time. Given a cubic graph G = ( V,E) on 
n vertices, and a positive integer k, construct the graph H = (V’, E’) by attaching 
x = [(3m - 1)/21 pendants to each vertex of G. It is easy to see that the construction 
of the graph H can be accomplished in polynomial time, and that H is planar if G is. 
Let 4={iEZ(ibm}. 
Lemma 9. y:,(H) = y.*(H) = Y(H) = n.x + y(G). 
Proof. Let D be a minimum dominating set of G, and let D’ be the extension of D 
to H that includes the dangler of each pendant. Then D’ is a dominating set of H of 
cardinality nx + y(G). Hence ys(H)dyp(H)dy(H)dnx + y(G). 
To show that nx+y(G) is a lower bound on yd(H), let f be a d-dominating function 
of H that satisfies the requirements of Lemma 7. Suppose one of the attachers u has 
a negative weight. Then, by Lemma 7, all its 2.x neighbours in its pendants have 
negative weight. Thus, since G is cubic, ,f[a] < - 1 (2.x + 1) + 3n1< 0, which produces 
a contradiction. Hence, f assigns to all the attachers a nonnegative weight. If ,f(a) = 0, 
then, by Lemma 1, all its neighbours in the pendants also have weight 0. So one of its 
neighbours in G must have positive weight. This means that the attachers with positive 
weight form a dominating set of G. However the proof of Lemma 7 shows that the 
closed neighbourhood sum of each dangler is 1. So the total weight of ,f is at least 
HX + ;I( G). n 
The above lemma implies that if we let j = nx + k, then y(G) < k if and only if 
y y(H) <j. This completes the proof of Theorem 8. Cl 
Consider Y-domination when 9 = Z. If ~Q(G) = --oo then ;‘z(G) = -x0; this fol- 
lows since, if one takes a Q-dominating function f and multiplies all the weights by 
the least common multiple of the weights’ denominators, one obtains a Z-dominating 
function. So if there is a Q-dominating function of arbitrarily negative weight then 
there is a such a Z-dominating function too. 
However, it remains an open problem to determine the complexity of Z-domination. 
Also we do not know of a graph-theoretic proof that shows that Z-domination is a 
member of NP. This is, however, a consequence of the general result that integer 
programming is in NP (see [5]). 
6. Integer intervals 
In this section, we consider as weight set an interval of integers. Specifically, we let 
;‘P={A,A$-l,..., B}, where A and B are integers satisfying 1 d B d 1 -A. For example, 
A = - 1 and B = 1 correspond to a minus dominating function. We showed in the 
previous section that the Y-domination problem is NP-complete for general graphs. 
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Here we present a linear-time algorithm for finding a minimum P-dominating function 
in a tree T. The algorithm is based on the one for minus domination given in [ 121. 
Let T, = (V,E,r) be a rooted tree with root r and v a vertex of T. Then the level 
number e(v) of v is the length of the unique r-v path in T. The maximum of the level 
numbers of the vertices of T is called the height of T and is denoted by h(T). If a 
vertex v of T is adjacent to u and e(u) >e(v), then u is called a child of v; if the 
level numbers of the vertices on the v-w path are monotonically increasing, then w is 
a descendant of v. The subtree of T induced by v and all of its descendants is called 
the maximal subtree of T rooted at v. 
We introduce the following notation. For a rooted tree T,. = (V, E, r) with root r, we 
call a function f : V ---) 9 an almost P-dominating function if the sum of its function 
values over every closed neighbourhood except that of the root is at least 1, and the 
closed neighbourhood sum of the root is at least 1 - B. We define yas(T,.) to be 
the minimum weight w(f) of an almost P-dominating function f of the tree T,. Any 
such f is called a minimum almost P-dominating function. Note that if f is an almost 
P-dominating function of T,. then f restricted to any maximal subtree is one also. 
Furthermore, we define &,(T,., a) to be the minimum weight of an almost P- 
dominating function of the tree T, with r receiving weight a. We define y$,(T,, 13) 
to be the minimum weight of an almost P-dominating function of the tree T, rooted 
at r with the sum of the values assigned to the vertices in the closed neighbourhood 
of r receiving weight 0. 
The following recursive linear-time algorithm finds a minimum almost P-dominating 
function in a tree T. The vertices of T are assigned values from the weight set 9 
starting with the vertices at the highest level and ending with the root at the lowest 
level. Hence a vertex v receives a weight only once all its descendants have received 
weights. For each vertex v, the algorithm associates a variable Child&m(v) which is 
the sum of the values assigned to the children of v. 
Algorithm 1. g-domination of tree: 
Input: A rooted tree T = (V,E) on n vertices with the vertices labelled from 1 to n 
such that label(w) > label(y) if the level of vertex w is less than the level of vertex y. 
For i+ 1 to n do 
(1) Child&m(i) c (sum of weights of the children of vertex i). 
(2) If ChildSum( 1 - 2B then 
l Increase the weights of the children of vertex i (so that each weight remains at 
most B) until Child&m(i) = 1 - 2B. 
l f(i)+B. 
(3) If Child&n(i)> 1 - 2B then 
l let f(i) be the minimum weight that may be assigned to vertex i that yields an 
almost P-dominating function on the maximal subtree rooted at i. 
end for 
We now verify the validity of Algorithm 1. 
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Theorem 10. Let T,. = (V, E, r) be a rooted tree qf order n with root r, and let .f’ be 
the function produced by Algorithm 1. Then the following joe conditions hold 
(1) The function ,f is a minimum almost Y-dominating .ftinction qf the rooted tree 
T,.; so 70’P(T,.)=u’(f). 
(2) The root r receives the maximum weight M over all minimum almost .Y-domina- 
ting functions. 
(3) The closed neighbourhood sum qf r is the maximum ralue S over all minimum 
almost .P-dominating ,functions. 
(4) v:,(T,.,M+cc)=~,,~(T,.)+n (.for O<adB-M). 
(5) ,,::,(T,.,S+O)=:,:,~(T,.)+O (,for O<H<B.(degr)-S). 
Of course, Conditions (4) and (5) imply Conditions (2) and (3), respectively. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the height h of the rooted tree. If h = 0, then T, 
is the trivial tree, and so Childsum = 0 and the root Y will be assigned the value 
1 - B in Step 3. The five conditions listed above are easily checked. Assume, then, 
that for all rooted trees of height at most h, where h > 0, that the five conditions arc 
satisfied. and let T,. = (V, E, Y) be a rooted tree with root Y of height h + 1. 
Let N(r) = {cr,z’z,. , u,~} be the set of children of the root r. For each i = 1.. ,J, 
let T, be the maximal subtree of T rooted at I:; and let ,f; be the function produced 
by Algorithm 1 on the subtree Ti. Let ,f’: (V - (1.)) + .Y be the function defined by 
,f(s)=.f;(x) for each x in T, (i= 1,. .s). Then n’( ,f) = xi=, IL’(,~;). By the inductive 
hypothesis, it follows that the total weight of any almost Y-dominating function on 
T,. where the root Y receives a weight of m is at least M’( ,f) + m. We consider two 
possibilities. 
Case 1. The function f can be extended to an almost :/P-dominating ,function h!, 
assigning to the root the weight B. 
Let M denote the minimum weight that may be assigned to the root r which extends 
,f to an almost ;Y-dominating function f ‘. Then ;‘(, +(T,.) < w( ,f’) = w( ,f) + AZ. Let (1 
be any almost g-dominating function of T,. where the root r receives a weight m <M. 
By the choice of M the value assigned to the root r in ,f’ must be the smallest it 
can be because of the neighbourhood sum of either r or one of its children. Suppose 
M was critical to r’s neighbourhood sum. Then in g the total weight of Y’S children 
must be at least A4 - m more than it is in f. But by (4) that means that the total 
weight in g of the descendants of r is at least M - m more than it is in ,f; and 
so w(g) >IV( ,f’). Suppose A4 was critical to the neighbourhood sum of some child 
x of r. Then in g x’s closed neighbourhood excluding r has at least M - m more 
weight. But by Condition (5) that means that the weight of g on the maximal subtree 
rooted at x is at least M - m more than it is in .f, so, once again, it follows that 
n(g)>,~~(f’). Hence ya+(T,)= w(f’)= w(,f) + M. Conditions (2) and (4) follow 
since yL.,(T,.,M + c() >w( f) + (M + cc). Conditions (3) and (5) follow since any 
increase in the closed neighbourhood of r costs that increase. 
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Case 2. The function f cannot be extended to an almost P-dominating function 
of T,.. 
By the inductive hypothesis, j is an almost P-dominating function for c. Hence 
if we extend f to V(T,.) by assigning to the root the weight B, then the closed 
neighbourhood sum of every vertex in T,. different from the root Y is positive. It follows 
that, if we let C = x;=, f (u, ), we must have C < 1 - 2B. Furthermore, by Condition 
(2), the children of r have the maximum weight they can have and any increase in 
their weights requires weight equal to the increase. So if g is an almost P-dominating 
function, then the weight of g on Y’S descendants is at least 1 - 2B - C more than the 
weight of f on r’s descendants, as r’s children receive at least 1 - 2B - C more weight 
in g than in f. Hence y,.p( T,. ) > w( .f )+ 1 -B-C. But the algorithm does find an almost 
P-dominating function with this weight. Thus Y~./P( T,) = w(f) + 1 - B - C. Further, 
the same reasoning implies that Conditions (3) and (5) are true. By the algorithm, the 
root is assigned the weight B, so (2) is true as is (4) vacuously. c7 
Now all that remains is to compute the P-domination number of the rooted tree T, 
with root r. Let f be the function produced by Algorithm 1, and let f [v] = S. We 
know by Theorem 10 that S 3 1 - B. If S 3 1, then it follows from Condition (1) of 
Theorem 10 that f is also a minimum P-dominating function of T,.. If S ,<O, then we 
increase the sum of the weights of the vertices in the closed neighbourhood of r by 
1 - S (so that each weight remains at most B) to produce a P-dominating function 
f' of T, of weight w(f) + 1 - S. Hence yip <w( f) + 1 - S. However, it follows 
from Conditions (3) and (5) of Theorem 10 that y./p(T,.) B y,*(T,.)+ 1 -S = w( f )+ 1 -S. 
Consequently, f’ is a minimum P-dominating function of TV (of weight 
4.f) + 1 - 0 
7. Other P-parameters 
One can define P-analogues of other graphical parameters. In some cases, such as 
independence number and total domination, one obtains the analogue of Theorem 2; in 
other cases, such as upper domination, there is an even simpler characterisation of the 
real version. We discuss here only the independence and upper domination numbers. 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph where IV1 = IZ and IEl = m. Let I denote the n x m in- 
cidence matrix of G. We say a function f : V + 9 is a P-independence function of 
G if for every edge e the sum of the values (weights) assigned under f to the two 
ends of e is at most 1. The P-independence number p,y(G) of G is defined to be the 
supremum of w(f) taken over all P-independence functions f. If B = (0, 1) then one 
obtains the normal independence number. 
An obvious lower bound on Pn is n/2 attained by assigning to every vertex a weight 
of l/2. We say a function g:E --+P is an ejficient P-matching function of G if for 
every vertex v the sum of the values assigned under g to the edges incident with v 
is 1. One can obtain a result similar to Theorem 2. 
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Theorem 11. For any graph G on n vwtices, 
42 if G has a nonnegative qficient 
BR(G) = By(G)= R-matching ,function. 
+sz otherwise. 
Proof. We use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2. The real independence 
problem is to max l’x subject to I’x d 1 and x unrestricted. The linear-programming 
dual is to min l’y subject to Iy = 1 and y >- 0. Since the max problem is always feasible, 
there are only two possibilities. If the min problem is feasible then the solution to the 
max is the solution to the min, but as in Theorem 1 all efficient matching vectors have 
the same weight. If the min problem is not feasible then the solution to the max is 
tx. c 
The upper domination number is defined as the cardinality of the largest minimal 
dominating set of G (see for example, [6]). We say a Y-dominating function f is 
a minimul q-dominating function if there does not exist a .Y-dominating function h, 
h # ,f, such that h(v) <,f (v) for every v E I’. The upper Y-domination number for G 
is r4(G) = sup{,f(V) / ,f : V --) ;/p is a minimal P-dominating function on G}. 
Theorem 12. Let 9 = Z, Q or R. Then ,for any connected graph G = (V. E). 
1 
l-@(G) = 
G is complete. 
+x otherwise. 
Proof. We consider only the case where 9 = Z. (The same proof works for I” or r~.) 
The result is obvious if G is complete. So assume G is not complete. Let vl be a vertex 
of maximum degree in G. Then among all the vertices in V - N[v,], let ~‘1 be chosen 
to have maximum degree in G. If V - (N[cl] UN[zh]) # 0, then among all the vertices 
in V - (N[rl] U N[ol]), let v3 be chosen to have maximum degree in G. Continuing in 
this way, we may construct a maximal independent set A = (~1, ~‘1,. , c,,} of vertices 
the union of whose closed neighbourhoods is the set V. Let B = V - A. Let M be a 
positive integer and define an assignment ,f by 
if c’ E B, 
if 1: E A. 
If L’ E B, then c is adjacent to some vertex of A; let v, be the vertex of smallest index 
in A that is adjacent to v. Then by our choice of v,, we know that deg Z’i 3 deg r. 
It follows that ,f[v] 3 -A4 deg c + (M deg L’, + 1) 3 1. Therefore, .f[c] 3 1 for all 
1: E B. If L’ E A, then ,f [v] = 1. Since U,,,, N[v] = V it follows that f is a minimal real 
dominating assignment. The weight of ,f is given by 
.f(V) = c f(v) + c f(v)= IAl + M ILUll - M. 14, 
I’F 4 IEB 
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where [A, B] denotes the set of edges joining A and B. Since every vertex of B is 
adjacent to at least one vertex of A, it follows that I[A, B]l > IBJ. 
If G does not have an efficient dominating set, then at least one vertex of B is 
adjacent to more than one vertex of A, in which case I[A,B]I > JBJ and the weight of 
f tends to +cc as M ---) co. 
Suppose then that each vertex of B is adjacent to a unique vertex of A. Thus the 
sets N[ui] (1 <ida) form a partition of V. Let S be the set of all vertices of N[uJ 
of maximum degree (namely, deg ~1) in the induced graph (N[ui]), so S is the set 
of vertices whose closed neighbourhoods equal the set N[vl]. (Possibly S consists 
only of 01.) Let T =N[vi] - S. Since G is connected and G is not complete, it is 
evident that T # 0. Each vertex of T is not adjacent to at least one other vertex of 
T. Let ti be a vertex of T of maximum degree in G. Let t2 be a vertex of T - 
N[tl] of maximum degree in G. If T - (N[tt] UN[t2])# 8, then let t3 be a vertex 
of T - (N[tl] lJN[t2]) of maximum degree in G. Continuing in this way, we may 
construct a maximal independent set U = {tl, t2, . . . , t.$} (s 32) of vertices of T. Let 
A’ = (A - {ui }) U U and let B’ = V - A’. Note that A’ is an independent set of G. We 
define an assignment f’ by 
if v E B’, 
M.degv+ 1 if vEA’. 
Since Uisadominatingset ofN[vi], wenotethat f’(U)=IUI+M.C,,,,degt~JUI+ 
M. IN[q] - UI. H ence if vES, then f’[v]= -M. lN[q] - UI + f(U)>lU(>2. If 
v E T - U, then v is adjacent to some vertex of U; let ti be the vertex of smallest index 
in U that is adjacent to v. Then by our choice of ti, we know that deg ti > deg v. It 
follows that f’[v]a-M.degv+(M.degt,+l)> 1. If UE B-N[uI], then f’[v]> f[v]> 1. 
Therefore, f ‘[v] 3 1 for all u E B’. If v E A’, then f ‘[v] = 1. Since Ut,EA, N[u] = V it 
follows that f’ is a minimal real dominating assignment. The weight of f’ is given 
by 
f’(V)= C f’(v)+ C f’(v)=IA’I+M.I[A’,B]I -M.lB’l. 
PEA’ wa3’ 
Since every vertex of B’ is adjacent to at least one vertex of A’, it follows that 
([A’, B’]I 2 IB’I. Futhermore, since VI E B’ is adjacent to more than one vertex of A’, it 
follows that [[A’, B’]I > JB( an so the weight of f’ tends to +cc as M 4 co. d 0 
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